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INTERNAL-COOLINGREQUIREMENTS OF AN

AIRCRAFT-ENGINE CYLINDER MHEN USING OXYGEN B~T
By John C. Eward

and W. E. Moeckel

INTRODUCTION

.

The use of ficreased oxygen concentrations In the Intake air as
a means of eup@amenting the supercharger capacity of an aircraf%
engine at altitude is discussed h reference 1. Experiments on a
might R-1820 G200 cylinder (reference 1) indicated the amount of
internal coolhg that was required to maintain engine temperatures
when gaseous oxygen boosting was applied. The use of liquid oxygen
boosting in conjunction with internal coolants is also feasible.
Because only a small amount of experimental.data is available,
a method has been developed to estimate the quantities of internal
coolants required to prevent overheating of the aircraft cylinder
when oxygen boost is applied. Inasmuch as many factors have been
neglected, the results reported herein are intended to sbrve only as
qualitative indications of the internal-coolant requirements.

AMPUTATIONS
Method. - For the purposes of the calculation, suppose that
oxyge~njected
into the e~ine of an airplane whose normal critical altitude is 30,000 feet for an inlet+nanifold pressure of
~ inches of mercury absolute. Consider that critical-altitude
horsepower is desjred at 40,0CXIfeet, at ~ich altitude the manifold
pressure would be reduced to Zy.h inches of mercury absolute. The
reduction in air cons~ption at 40,000 feet requires the injection
of enough additional oxygen to give the airplane engine the same
total oxygen consumption that it normally had at 30,0CKlfeet. The
determination of the necessary additional oxygen therefore requires
a knowledge of the mass air flow to the engine. In the following
computations, any effects that the injected internal coolants or
oxygen may have upon the normal ah consumption of the engine have
been enttiely neglected.
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Assume that the intake+alve arrangement of the engine offers
no resistance to the Incoming charge and that the exhaust residuals
are isothermally compressed by the incoming charge, The air consumption of the engine per cycle will then be represented by the
following equation:

‘-+PW-:)

“

(1)

where
m

mass of Charpe ati per engine cycle

P

inlet-charge density

Vd

engine displacement volume

Vc

engine clearance volume

Fe “ *aust

back pressure

intake-manifold pr~ssure

P

In terms of compassion ratir and inlet-air pressure, equation (1) can bc written:
m
—=
vd

PC::,,

(P->)

(2)

where
Pc

inlqt-chsrgc d“xmity at critical altitude

F~

intak=-mariifold

r

e~ine

pressure at critical altitude

compression ratio

In ordw to esttiate tho engfie cooling effectiveness of the
various inlx.rnal-coolantcmbinat.iulm, assume that the engine ar,
i its
heatir. effeets are replacud by an adiabatic mixing chamber. The
intsrnal.coolants wil1.th;m be injcct~d at some initial temperature
(depending upon the internal coolant) aridmixed with the combustion
~ascs until a final temperature
is reach~d. The temperature Tg
‘~
is hcn”e~
n assumed to be the m~an effective gas temperature, which
r~~: scnts th’:average cycle gas tmpara tur.seffcctivo in the transfer
of h~at frorIths gases within th[.cylinder chamber to the cylinder
walls, discwsad in reference 2. The heat absorbed by each internal
coolant will tlwn be thu differ(:ric’>
between its total heat content at
temperature.
Tg and its total hsat content at the assumed iril.ct
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Application of method. - When the exhaust back pressure is
12 in=of
mercury absolute, the compression ratio is 7.0, the
inlet-air temperat~e ie 225°-F, and the engine speed is 2560 rpm,
the air coneumptionat the critical altitude (from equation (2)) is
4.16 Pounds per hour per cubic inch of engine displacement; the air
consumption at 40,000 feet is 2.53 poutis per hour per cubic inch
of engine displacement. Thus, the maintenance of critical-altitude
total.oxygen consumption requires 0.58 pound of added o~gen per
hour per cubic inch of engine displacement. The injection of this
amount of oxygen will give the inlet ah a fhal oxygen concentration of approximately 33 percent by weight.
The decrease in the quantity of inducted nitrogen ti passing
from the critical-altitude condition to that at 40,0CXIfeet amounts
to 1.25 pounds per hour per cubic inch of engine displacement. The
cooling properties of thie quantity of nitrogen muet be compensated
by injection of an internal coolant to prevent overheating of the
engine.
When an Initial inlet-alr temperature of 22.@ Fand a final
mean elfective gas temperature Tg of ll~” F (approximated from the
experimental values in reference ~) are assumed, the heat absorbed
by nitrogen, as estimated from figure 1, is 238Btu per pound. When
water is injected as an internal coolant at 60° F, it will absorb
l&90 Btu per pound. Thus, water is 6.3 times more effective than
nitrogen as an internal coolant end, hence, the amount of water
required to replace the cooling capacity of the nitrogen is 1.2S/6.3,
or 0.20 pound per hour per cubic inch of engine displacement. At a
fuel-sir ratio of 0.09, this value corresponds to a water-fuel ratio
of 0.53.
Althou~~hwater was not tested as an internal coolant
durinC the tests reported in reference 1, the ammonium-hydroxide
data presented in figure 1 of that report indicates that about
C.5 pound of water per pound of fuel at a fuel-air ratio ofO.09
qould provide sufficient cooling when a 33-percent concentration of
oxygen is used. The calculated value is thus of the correct m?der
of magnitude.
If liquid ~gen
is used rather than gaseous oxygen, the
required water will be reduced by an smount corresponding to the
quantity ofhsat absorbed by the oxygen h passing from the liquid
state at its boiling point (-298° F) to the gaseous state of 225° F.
This heat amounts to 206 Mu per pound. lTence,the amount of water
required to cool the engine will be 0.1S pound per hour per cubic
inch of engine displacement, corresponding to a water-fuel ratio of
0.39 at a fuel-air ratio of 0.09.
If enough liquid nitrogen is added to the liquid oxygen to make
water internal cooling unnecessary, the requtied amount of liquid

I
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nitrogen is 0.48 pound per hour per cubic inch of engine displacement. Liquid ah containing ~ percent oxygen should therefore give
adequate internal cooling for this type of omen
boost. A comparison of the amount of liquid nitrogen requtied with the amount of
liquid water required shows that, on a weight basis, water is
0.L8/o.15, or 5.2 t3mes more effective than liquid nitrogen as an
internal coolant.
The use of liquid air containing 25.2 percent oxygen would
overcool the engine by an amount equivalent to the cooling effect of
0.2U pound water per hour per cubic inch of engine displacement.
The curves of reference 3 indicate that this amount of cooling would
lower Tg approximately 290° F at a fuel-air ratio of 0.09.
- Inasmuch as mang factors have been
.
Sumnaq7 of calculations.
neglected, the results reported herein are intended to serve only as
qualitative indications of the cooling requirements when using several
combinations of oxygen boost and interml coolants. A brief summary
of the results calculated on the basis of an engine speed of
2n0 rpm, a critical altitude of ?J0,000feet, and a total o~gen
ccnmption at 40,0C0 feet (by oxygen boost) equal to that at
W,WO
feet is presented in the f’ofiowingtable:
.
Type of boost
and internal
coolant

Altitude
(ft)

Added Added
water nitro[lb/hr) en
(b)
~1~$)

Inlet-ah
pressures
(in. Hg
absolute)

T

.

1
1

Kor.maloperation
Gaseous oxygen and liquid water
Liquid onygen
and liquid
wat,er
Liquid o~gen
and liquid
nit.ro~en
Liquid air

30,CO(J
critical)

4!l.c G

0

0

40,c@cl

27.4

.38

m2C

0

M, 000

27.4

.38

,15

0

49,0CCI

27.h

.38

40,CCJ0

27.b

.38

0
‘-.2&

.

.48

I

1.25

aFreswre does not include pressure due to added material.
bThes~ quantities are given per cubic inch of engti displacement.
cThe negative value represents owarcooling by an amount equivalent
to this quantity of water used as an internal coolant. The
value of Tg would be decreased approximately 2900 F.
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Chio.
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